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ON  THE  DIIAWIN®  BOARDS

planning Streetscapes
dy Nina Rappaport

B
lack-and-white pho-
tographs of nearby
landmarks are being
installed on the

streets of Lower Manhattan,
along with orientation signs
and maps, as part of the
Alliance for Downtown New
York's Streetscape Plan.
Granite markers in the side-
walk will identify historic tick-
er tape parades. Incorporating
the Lower Manhattan
Pedestrian-ization Plan of
1997  (prepared by the depart-
ments of City Planning and
Transportation) , the new
scheme by Cooper, Robertson &
Partners provides pedestrian

guides and traffic signs. Trash
cans, street furniture, new
lighting, and reconstruction of
Broadway sidewalks and curbs
will be phased over a five-year

period.

I Columbia University recent-
ly published  CoJw773de.cz

Urviversity in Mormingivde

Heights: A Franavorh for
Pke7373G.%g. The 300-page

analysis of history, preserva-
tion, development, and land-
scape on campus includes rec-
ommendations for preserva-
tion and development in the
surrounding Morningside
Heights community. The pro-

ject was produced by preserva-
tion architect Beyer BIihder
Belle, preservation consultant
Higgins & Quasebarth, land-

scape architect Thomas Balsley
Associates, public garden
designer Lynden 8. Miller, light-
ing designer Howard Brandston,
and historian Andrew Dolkart.

I  Ehrehkrantz Eckstut & KULih

has been selected to design
the master plan for Houston's
Main Street corridor, a 7.5-
mile stretch. The `Bayou to
Bayou" plan diverts traffic
from part of the street and
creates a new ten-block-long
city park called "Stampede
Square, " with arcaded build-
ings for entertainment use on

the perimeter. The firm was
selected from anong five
finalists in an invited competi-
tion sponsored by Making
Main Street Happen, a non-

profit group established to
raise funds for the design and

planning of the revitalization
project.

I Implementation of the
master plan developed by
Jambhekar Strauss Architects

for Buffalo Inner Harbor has
recently begun. It promotes
transportation, economic
development, and waterfront
access at a 12-acre parcel on
the Buffalo River. The plan
reorganizes an existing light-
rail intermodal transportation
system, with a Transit Plaza
linking pedestrian and vehic-
ular circulation. A continuous
esplanade will accommodate
the public at the water's edge,
other plazas will create places
for entertainment, and new
boat basins will spur maritime
activity. Additional consul-
tants on this Empire State
Development Corporation

project include Flynn Battiglia
Architects and Mathews Nielseh
Landscape Architects.

janbhekar Strauss is also
preparing a redevelopment
plan for the area around the
transportation hub in

Jamaica, Queens. And, after
having developed a plan for
the City of New Rochelle, the
firm is developing guidelines
for the town's North Avenue,
with RG Roesch Landscape
Architects.

I Hellmuth, Obata +
Kassabaum has been commis-
sioned to renovate the St.
George Ferry Terminal, in
Staten Island-not as a com-
bination museum and station
as in an earlier plan by
Eisenman Architects, but as

part of a new harborside
entertainment complex. The
$81 million project will have a
waterfront plaza linking a
minor league Yankees ball-

park on the northwest with a
Lighthouse Museum to the
south. A new pedestrian walk-
way, 7,000 square feet of new
retail and restaurant space,
and a more attractive waiting
area with views of the harbor
are planned for the com-
muters and estimated one
million tourists who use the
Staten Island Ferry each year.
Completion is scheduled for
December 2002.

HOK is also upgrading the sub-
way station at 14th Street and
Seventh Avenue. Double-
height ceilings over the plat-
forms will create uninterrupt-
ed views through this station,
which is one of the most
claustrophobic in New York.
The architects' improved
waiting areas feature mosaics
and new artwork, better signs,
and maprdisplay areas. A dec-
orative structure will house a
new concession stand.

Recent Renovations
A project which began as
basic roof work on the New

Jersey statehouse, in Trenton,
evolved into a complete $11
million exterior restoration.
With new firm partners
MicLiael Devohshire, Robert

Motskin, and Richard Piper,
Jam Hird Pokorny Associates

restored the historic dome
and cupola-replacing cop-
per cladding, gold leaf, and
much of the 750-piece cast-
iron structure.

I The Delacorte Theater, in
Central Park, was renovated
by Kapel] and Kostow Architects
in time for this summer's
Shakespeare in the Park per-
formances. The architects
replaced cedar siding, repaved
walkways, increased accessibili-
ty for the disabled, installed
new seats, replaced stackrdeck-
ing, upgraded the electrical
systems, added passageways
for the actors, and construct-
ed three built-in stands for
concessions (to replace the
free-standing ones) .



Building Bridges

Fwo new pedestrian

bridges designed by
women suggest
novel ways of forg-

ing connections. To link
buildings located on different
blocks, architect Wendy Evans
Joseph's bridge for Rockefeller
University willjoin the
Scholars Residence on one
side of 63rd Street with the
Weiss Tower on the other.
Faculty and students will soon
walk to work from University-
owned apartments, without
crossing a bury intersection.
At the same time, the link will
enable the University to con-
nect the residential buildings
to the University's economi-
cal steam plant.

joseph's clever, lightweight
design derives directly from
the peculiarities of its site at
the verdant Rockefeller cam-

pus, which is between York
Avenue and the FDR.Drive,
overlooking the East RIver.
But the thinking behind her
bridge could have implica-
tions for other institutions
that need to spread over more
than one city block without
disturbing the scale of a tradi-
tional neighborhood.

The cantilevered main prom-
enade, which forms a Y in

plan, preserves the view corri-
dor to the river and even
reflects the color of the
morning sky. It is supported
by a 90-foot-high V-shaped
tower  (in elevation).  `The  V
was the only configuration,"

Joseph explained, which
would "precisely resolve the

gravitational and horizontal
forces. " The main structural
span is only 16 inches wide,
and utilities (communications
lines, fiber optics, steam) run
below the deck, through per-
forated stainless steel pipes.

The Scholars Residence and
the Weiss Tower will be pre-

pared to receive the bridge.
The tower lobby has been

redesigned with new
vestibules and monumental
stairs to a suspended mezza-
nine, where the bridge
enters. The mezzanine leads
to a plaza that has also been
renovated-along with the
lobby of the adjacent Rocke-
feller Research Building.

A consistent palette of materi-
als ties the new work together.
The painted steel of the
large structural members is
carried into Weiss Tower, and
the stainless steel used for
interior detailing reappears in
the canopies and railings on
the plaza.

Joseph collaborated on the
project, which will be com-
pleted this fall, with structural
engineer Weidlinger Associates,

mechanical engineer Jaros
Baum & Bolles, and landscape

architect Thomas Balsley

Associates.

In Lower Manhattan, Claire
Weisz is working with a differ-
ent team on plans for a lacy

pedestrian bridge that will
connect Exchange Plaza and
Morris Street with the south-
ern tip of Battery Park City,
where the Hudson River Park
will terminate. Tourists and
residents of the neighbor-
hood will be able to use the
twcxpart bridge to cross West
Street. The bridge begins at
the subway stop and entrance
to the Battery Tunnel garage.
It will lead to the triangular
convergence of streets south
of Rector Place, and connect
Battery Park City with Wall
Street, the Staten Island
Ferry, and the subway system

(a 1/9 station is right there) .

It is conceived as a land-
scaped connection to a new

park which will run along the
east side of Battery Park City.
The idea is to make the
bridge landing an extension
of the park with grassy patch-
es and paved areas, a stone

plaza on top, and trees turn-
ing the whole curved truss

IN  THE  STREETSCAPE

bridge into a kind of arbor. A
handicapped-accessible ramp
will run along the north side
under a planted arbor, while
on the south side, a series of
steps will form something like
theater seating. A lawn will tilt
down to the green space near
Third Place, the Museum of

Jewish Heritage, the river-
front esplanade, and the
apartments in the South
neighborhood of Battery
Park City.

The design tean for the
Bridge Landing and the
Marginal Street Park master

plan is composed of Weisz +
Yoes, Ohlhausen Dubois

Architects, landscape architect
Ken Smith, transportation
consultant Sam Schwartz,
and staff members of the
Department of Transportation
and other government agen-
cies. The Battery Park City
Authority commissioned
the design study which led to
the scheme.

These two bridges will not
only make life easier for peo-

ple on the scenic edges of
Manhattan, but they also sug-

gest models for connecting
fragments of the cityscape
which are particularly scat-
tered on the waterfronts,
where development is expect-
ed to occ"I. -I.M.

Bridge structural detail, Wendy Evans Joseph  Architect

Rochofeller Uwifuersity Bridge and Plaza,

Wendy Evens Joseph ATchitect

Pedestrian Bridge Ijanding, Hudson River
Pcwh at Tlird Place, Ohl:hausen Dubois,

Wdsz + Yoes, Ken Smvith landsca;Pe

architect,  Scum Schouartz Cowparry.
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THE  IFEI=A  IDEAS  I=l|MPETITIDN

VI ith  his plan for a gigantic park running from
Eighth  Avenue   to   the   Hudson   RIver,   Peter
Eisenman won the $100,000 prize in the firsrever
Competition for the Design of cities, sponsored

by  the  International  Foundation  of  the  Canadian  Centre  for
Architecture, of Montreal (IFCCA) . Every three years, a similar ideas
competition will be held for an urban site in a different city (ocu-
Lus, March  1999, p. 5).

On the winning mixed-use scheme, Eisenman Architects worked
with David Childs and Marilyn Taylor, of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill;
Craig  Schwitter,  of  Biiro Happold  Consulting  Engineers  (structural) ;

landscape architect Laurie Olin, of the Olin Partnership; Dan Baer
and  Tom  lost,   of  Edwards  and  Kelsey  Engineers  (transportation

planners) ; and Michael Rushman, of Land Strategies development
consultants.

Eisenman  would  build  a  new  office  complex  near  Eighth
Avenue,   an   underground   replacement  for   Madison   Square
Garden, and a stadium jutting into the river.  Other competitors'
schemes   also   contained   morphic,   continuous   forms,   but
Eisenman's fluid plan was the easiest to read. It unifies a network
of public, commercial, and transportation facilities in a grand new
east-west park between 30th and 34th streets. Transit connections
would  be  improved  in  the  three-million-square-foot  zone  where
immense public projects have eaten away the urban infrastructure.
The winning concept combines integrated spaces for diverse uses,
with  additional  roads  that  would  diverge  from  the  grid.  The
Number 7 subway line would be  extended under 33rd Street to
connect the Center with Times Square. New structures function at
multiple levels-from below grade to rooftops. A pedestrian path
leads from the Hudson River to Eighth Avenue, where a new office
development  is  to  rise  on  the  current  site  of Madison  Square
Garden. A new Garden arena, a media center, and an extension to
thejavits Center are located underground. And, in an area beyond
the  scope  of the  competition,  a sports  stadium  (which  could be
used for the 2012 Olympics)  is to be built over the Hudson River.

Along with the winning scheme, proposals by the other four
architectural firms which were invited to compete for the prize-
uN Studio, Van Berkel & Bos, Amsterdam;  Morphosis, Santa Monica;
Cedric Price Architects, London;  Reiser+Umemoto  RUR Arcliitecture,

New  York-are  being  exhibited  at  Vanderbilt  Hall  in  Grand
Central Station from October 5 through 20. The architects are also

presenting their schemes at an allrday colloquium on October 8, in
the Great Hall at Cooper Union. -IV3.7icz fzcz¢¢cz¢orf



South Tube Of Lincoin Tunnel, and, the Noi-th Portion Of Dyer Avenue,

looking north from West 38th Sh.eel,  1933

RE5HAPINI=  HELL'E  KITI=HEN  =DLITH

Grassroots planning for a long-forgotten part of central

Midtown has been taking place New York-style. Some
of the best design  talents in  the country have been
working  with  community  activists,  while   the  IFCcA

competition  superstars  (and a few young New Yorkers)  were  re-
envisioning the areajust to the south.

Withjavits Center officials, Community Board 4, and the Port
Authority, the Hell's Kitchen Neighborhood Association has been
at work for five years on  programs intended  to  give  residents  a
voice in  the redevelopment of the  area.  Their store front  ``nerve
center,"  at  458  West  37th  Street,  exhibits  historic  photographs,
contemporary maps, oral histories, and a site model.

On  June   11   and   12,   the   Hell's   RItchen   Neighborhood
Association and the Design Trust for Public Space held a confer-
ence at the javits Center. Workshops brought together designers,
members of the community,  and representatives from city agen-
cies, the Port Authority, and the convention center. In the weeks
that followed, invited design  teams from these conference work-
shops   developed   the   ideas  further  with   the   firm   Design  +
Urbanism, producing  "concrete, viable, and creative recommen-
dations for the site  that can inform the community's discussions
with  the  city and private  developers." Those  schemes will be  on
exhibition  at StoreFront for Art and Architecture  in  November
and will  become  part of a document Community Board  4  may
actually use in planning for future development.

The   conference,    ``Hell's   Kitchen   South:    Shaping   our
Neighborhood for  the Next Millennium," began with  a walking
tour  of  the  area  bounded  by  34th  and  42nd  streets,  between
Eighth  Avenue  and  the  Hudson  River.  Offices,  manufacturing
industries,  artists'   studios,  ethnic  restaurants,  and  brownstone
apartments currently coexist there with abandoned rail yards and
terminals for trains, buses, and commuter rail.

A performance of young people's responses to the neighbor-
hood,  led by architect Mojdeh Baratloo  (and enacted by children
ranging  from  7  to  17)  dramatized  the  value  of living  with  the
cacophony of the city and the importance of keeping housing aLnd
schools  adjacent  to  depots,  convention  facilities,  tunnels,  and
tourists.  The  presentation  inspired  insights  on  how  cities  work
from lawyer Elise Wagner and planner Maxihe Griffitli.

Transportation planner Sam Schwartz said the key to commu-
nity survival in the wake of needed convention center expansion is
a  major  transportation  expansion  effort.  An  extension  of  the
Number  7  subway  line,  new stations,  and  a  trolley  route  could

Hell,'s  Kitchen Design Study,  Brocklyn Architects  Colhaboi-alive

serve the community as well as tourists and conventioneers to alle-
viate congestion of additional cars and taxis.

Using Baltimore's Inner Harbor as an exanple, urban planner
and  architect  Marilyn  Jordan  Taylor,  from   Skidmore,   Owings   fe
Merrill, introduced the concept of "the temporal taking of space."
Before parts of the Harbor area were redeveloped, Baltimore was
balkanized  into  ethnic  neighborhoods.  Then  the  Mayor  invited
each community to take over the Harbor for a major event. When
this area was finally rebuilt, the members of the communities felt
comfortable coming, because they had been involved there before
the tourists.

Taylor (who has been working on the new Penn Station)  also
mentioned the  ``scale absorber" concept. A neighborhood has to
find the avenues and streets where density and development pres-
sures can be focused. Residents then see opportunities, instead of
disruptions, in their backyards.

When a member of the community asked Taylor how the new
Penn Station would affect Hell's RItchen, in  terms of transporta-
tion and pollution, she said the rails are underutilized at night and
during the  middle  of the day.  She  thinks  the  number of trucks
used  by  the  post office  could  be  reduced  if the  railroad  tracks
beneath the building were again used to ferry mail, as they were
ori:givAlly. -]ayne Merkel

DEBATINI=  WEST §lDE  DEVELl=PMENT

JL
t the Architectural League's  planning forum onjune
10, representatives of various groups with an interest
in the west midtown area debated ways to realize its

potential  without  unsettling  the  existing  infrastruc-
ture, businesses, and residents.

League   director   Rosalie  Genevro  began   the   discussion   by
recounting  the  history of major West Side  developments.  Then
Ralph Lerner, who led the jury for the IFCCA Design of Cities com-

petition that focused on the area, summarized research on the site
and described the competition process.

The  president  of the  Convention  and Visitors  Bureau,  Fran
Reiter, talked about the need for expansion of thejacobjavits con-
vention  center to  make New York a more desirable  city for con-
ventions. She said the major hotel chains such as Marriott, Hilton,
and  Sheraton will  not  commit  to  New York without expansion.
Reiter sees opportunities for a temporary exhibit space, given the
availability of Pier 94, as well as potential for the use of the western
half of Parley Post Office when Penn Station expands. She thinks
it would be great to have conference facilities adjacent to trains;

7



Pier 40 Park,  level 1 Pier 40 Park, level 3

she emphasized that the City hopes to utilize an existing building.
The    president   of   the    Hell's   Kitchen    Neighborhood

Association, Leni Schwendinger, said she hopes her group has put a
"different face on the word co77377}w7".ty czc£3.u3.s£ ." The neighborhood

group is not adverse to development but is concerned with how
and where it happens. Pollution and traffic from the numerous

parking areas for buses and trucks affect this community nestled
in  the  ``noodlescape  of the  Lincoln Tunnel  roadways." She said
that there are really no landmarks in the neighborhood which she
feels has become invisible as a result of large projects at its edges,
such as Penn Station, Madison Square Garden, thejavits Center,
and the Port Authority.

The  president  of the  Pennsylvania  Station  Redevelopment
Corporation, Alexandros Washburn, who has been working on the

proposed  new Pennsylvania Station  for  a number of years,  dis-
cussed  the  plan's  current  status  and  showed  a  videotape  of
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's design  (ocuLus,  September 1999,

p.  7,.
In the discussion following the presentations, Genevro asked

what role City Planning has in the coordination of these projects.
Reiter  said  the  real  leadership  had  to  be  political-but with  a
vision  that can pull  together all  the  different interests.  In a dis-
cussion about other large infrastructure projects, Reiter said that
the Train-to-the-Plane won't work; no one will take it except for
those who commute to jFK from Long Island.  But she said the
Hudson  River  Park  could  become  the  front  lawn  of the Javits
Center and the whole West Side could be reconnected through
new projects.

When, in the question period, Suzanne Stephens asked Lerner
what IFCCA architects in the competition received for background
information  (in terms of program), he said they were given the
zoning and introduced  to  the  community.  `Their first  task was
to   produce   a   program   which   had   to   address   their   own
vision of the city.

A PARK  Fl|R  PIER 4D

VI hile the invited teams of architects were creat-
ing  schemes  for  the  IFCCA  competition  and
neighborhood-based groups were working on a
nearby site,  another community design work-

shop was taking place. The workshop to reconceive Pier 40 as a

park grew out of an open competition that the Van Alen Institute
and Community Board 2 held earlier this year  (ocuLuS, March
1999, p. 5) . Two winning teams from that competition, Sebastian

8

Pier 40 Park, level 4

Knorr Architects, of Germany,  and  Majid Jelveh & Christian Joiris, of

New  York,  worked  with  P3-The   Pier  Park  fe  Playground
Association-n ways to transform this 15-acre former passenger
ship  terminal west of Houston  Street into  a multiuse  (and rev-
enue-producing)  park.  The  other winner,  Brandi & Partner with
GTL Landscape, also of Germany, did not participate.

The architects volunteered two months of their time to test
their ideas, setting up temporary offices on the pier. They inter-
viewed local residents and made hundreds of community presen-
tations; in Mid-July, the community planning board approved the
designers' scheme.

The  proposed  redevelopment,  which  comprises  the  largest
single chunk of the Hudson RIver Park, reuses the existing con-
crete structure on the pier. An unusual three-level park with base-
ball and soccer facilities is to be inserted  (there are both indoor
and  outdoor  sports  fields),  although  most  of the  facades  and
some of the floor slabs have been removed to allow extensive river
views. This sportndeck, carpeted with artificial turf, rises above the
existing pier and projects its canopy over the roadway to the east
of the structure.

A massive pergola for flowering vines would separate passive
and active uses.  The river's edge would be accessible  to pedes-
trians and boats, and there would be a sandy beach for sunning,
a diamond green at the center of the structure, and an income-

generating beer garden. A half-mile boardwalk, a running track,
a play street,  docks,  and water-filled playgrounds with  filtered
river water provide for other activities. There are also enclosed
spaces for a boathouse,  meeting rooms,  and concession  areas,
while a high-tech stateof-the-art parking system would contain
the 1,800 cars that now park at Pier 40.

`The pier is transformed from a closed box into an open sys-

tem," explained Van Alen Institute director Raymond Gastil. `The
architects' research showed that they could renew the open, flex-
ible system that the structure was designed to be. They could suc-
cessfully organize the park into layers, both horizontally 800 feet
into the Hudson from the city edge, and also vertically-from a
fully open ground level, to a mix of programmatic elements, and
then on open decks above. They could take the solid, reinforced-
concrete "bones" of the structure and humanize them with sur-
face materials, from wood to sand to grass. It is a park that is fully
urban in the best tradition of New York's great public parks. " The
next step is to gain approval from the Hudson River Park Trust.
-N.R-



BAEK Tl. THE  EIXTIE§  PLAN
dy Jayne Merkel

AI
any New Yorkers weren't around for the writing of
the 1969 Plan for New York City, so a discussion at
the Architectural League provided historical con-
text   for   upcoming   debates   about   proposed

changes to the current Zoning Resolution. Although the 1969 plan
itself was never legally adopted, things we take for granted-om-
munity  boards,  scattered-site  housing,  rehabilitation  (instead  of
new housing construction) , special districts, the embrace of densi-
ty in some areas-grew out of that planning process.

In  her  introduction,  Maxine  GriHith-the  former  planning
commissioner,   recent   HUD   official,   and   current   Columbia
University planning professor-xplained what came before  the
1969 Plan.  `The nineteenth-century City of New York was formed

primarily by commercial interests. Toward the end of the century,
the  era  of what  planning  historian  Donald  Truffenberg  [has]
called `the culture of planning' began with an emphasis on scien-
tific efficiency,  the City Beautiful movement,  and reform politics

(reform was based on the idea that blight might spread) . " Griffith
added a fourth cause of her own: "the automobile-the internet of
its period-after which everything becomes different. "

She went on to explain that in 1916 it took an event not unlike
the current crisis precipitated by Donald Trump's 72-story apart-
ment  tower  near  the  United  Nations,  on  First Avenue  between
47th and 48th streets, to provoke the creation of New York's (and
the country's) first zoning code. When the Equitable Building rose
over lower Broadway in 1916, it cast a seven-acre shadow.

`The amazing thing was that by 1919, a plan for New York was

backed by the Russell Sage Foundation and other business inter-
ests," Griffith said.  ``Although we  all cite  the  1969 Plan,  the  1929

plan was really the beginning of the Regional Plan Association and
organized planning.  Then  big-government came  along with  the
Public Housing Act of 1933. The message was,  `We'll fund it, but
only if you do it our way'-and one of those ways, thank God, was

planning."  The  rule  was  that you  had  to  have  a workable  plan
which saw the  city as a mechanism with housing,  transportation,
and other workable parts.

Although  some  places  had  comprehensive  plans  earlier-
Cincinnati's was  adopted  in  1925-the  sixties was when  federal
money started to flow. At that point, cities across America started
serious  work  on  plans  and  created  planning  departments;  city

planning programs developed in universities at around the same
time.

A  PLAN  ABI=uT PRDEE§E
The New York Plan of 1969 was different, according to panelist

Donald  Elliott,   a   lawyer   who   was   chairman   of  the   Planning
Commission from 1966-73; It `` was not a master plan or a physical

plan. Its concern was the processes of city growth and the role of
government," Elliott explained. "At that time communities had fig-
ured out how to stop things but not how to create."

The basic assumption of the plan was that private (not public)
investment  should  be  the  primary  engine  of the  city.  Subsidies
would not be appropriate in the downtown. Though other cities
used Title I funds for downtown development, in New York that
money  went  for  housing-30,000  units   in   all.   The  planners
believed  government  expenditures  should  encourage   spinoff
investment to improve neighborhoods. And, they believed renova-
tion  should become  the  hallmark of the  housing  program-zin

Images from the six-volume
plan for New York City,19cO
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idea that was contrary to conventional wisdom at that time.
Other  critical  issues  that  absorbed  the  planners  also  went

against the grain. They saw New York as the nation's center and
"concentration  as  the  genius of the  city-at a time when  other

cities were tearing down buildings or worrying about trafflc jams
and  crowded  sidewalks.  They  thought  the   center  should  be
strengthened and believed the main purpose of planning was to
stimulate  development.  Their  tools  included  expanding  trans-

portation (such as the Second Avenue subway line, subway stations
inside  new  buildings),  urban  design  initiatives,  and  provisions
such as incentive zoning, transfers of development rights, and spe-
cial districts.)

The forward-looking planners even wondered how to create

job skills for the high-tech needs of the future, criticized the wel-
fare   system   (but  believed   increased   spending   could   fix   it),
expressed concern about schools (especially about the centralized
administration) , and created the Health and Hospitals Corporation
to fund public hospitals.

Two  other  issues  considered  in  the  pl2in  were  community
development  (which was called  ``the  environment")  and govern-
ment   (which  was  deemed  too  centralized).  The  scattered-site
housing program from the `69 plan-though it proposed alterna-
tives to alienating oversized projects-was so controversial that the
next administration realized it would be politically impossible to
turn   the   entire   plan   into   law.   Still,   the   ideas   lived   on.

The  next  speaker  was  Elliott's  successor,  John Zuccotti, who
described the ``difficult times" that followed. His commission real-
ized it "wasn't worth the price to adopt the plan . . . what was impor-
tant was the process." He talked about how much they learned as
neighborhood residents spoke out. "A lot of the things in the plan
z%r€ done. Battery Park City is probably the greatest urban project
of the  twentieth  century.  Third Avenue was  rebuilt.  And  a new
concept for dealing with  housing for  poor people was  put into

practice," he said. `The plan set the stage for future development
and dialogue. It established the parameters. The convention cen-
ter wasn't built on 48th Street, but it was built in another location.

Zuccotti ended the panelists' presentation on an upbeat note.
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``In my view New York City has achieved what was hoped. We are

today the greatest city in the world in finance and in intellectual

power. New York attracts young people from everywhere. "

WHAT  1§  DIFF-EFIENT  Nl.W?

In the question-and-answer period, two planning commission-
ers expressed frustration with the change in atmosphere since the
speakers'  glory  days.  Present  commissioner  Brenda  Levin  asked,
"Does  anybody  in  New York  think we're  doing  planning  these

days?"
`There's a feeling among my colleagues that there is a despair

about  planning  these  days-whereas  in  the  `60s  there  was  an
excitement. I^7hat is different now?" commissioner Amanda Burden
asked.

Zuccotti said, ``Mayor Lindsey was interested in these kinds of
things. He wanted to have urban design offices and architecture.
And  r%e Ivtgzt; yarfa r3.773es was editorially on top of it. Everything was

on page one, and  7life Dcz3.fy Ivt?zus under Mike O'Neil was interest-

ed.  "For  a  significant  period  of  time,  Ada  Louise  kept  track,"
Elliott added.

THE  [ITy7E  pFallpll=ED  zDNiNI=  REFi=RM=

JL
lthough  the chairman  of the  planning commission
mentioned dozens of proposed reforms to the zon-
ing  resolution,   at  his  April   20   press  conference,
almost  all  the  ensuing  debate  has focused  on  only

one question: Should waivers from the new height-and-bulk rules
be  granted  in  cases  of  "exceptional  design?"  The  response  has
been skeptical-ven in the architectural community, where one
might expect instilling  "the  quest for beauty into  the  economic
drive  of this city's powerful real  estate entrepreneurs" would be
enthusiastically  greeted.  Most  architects  who  responded  to  the
Architectural  League's  request  for  comments  on  the   "beauty
bonus" proposal wondered how design would bejudged, and who
would do it (what was said can be found at the league website-
www.archleague.org).

Clearly referring to Donald Trump's east midtown tower (see
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ocuLus, Summer 1999, p.10), Rose said,  "Most of us agree that a
tower 900 feet tall is far too much for a residential community, but
achieving  consensus  on what should be  permitted  is  not always
easy.  Sound  new  zoning  should  balance  the  flexibility  to  allow
innovative design with a respect for community character. It must
also permit developers to build profitably. "

NI=T  l=DLDNIAL WILLIAM5BURl=

And though he criticized many aspects of modernist zoning,
the chairman also said "we must be careful to avoid becoming a
city  that  celebrates  context  over  innovation .... New York's  elites
and civic groups have embraced a historicist aesthetic a little too
enthusiastically. This is not Colonial Williamsburg, and the world's

greatest and  most dynamic  city should be  a hospitable  environ-
ment for bold new structures. It would be a tragedy if our unified
bulk  regulations were  to  suppress  the  next generation  of great
buildings."

The hard part will be deciding how to reverse what he called
the  "fundamentally  flawed"  provisions  of the  1961  tower-in-the-

park  zoning   (and  the  maze  of  conflicting  amendments  later
imposed to ameliorate the flaws) . Rose said that within the next 18
months he hopes to move through the public review process these

proposals  to  institute  "a new,  unified set of bulk regulations for
middle-  to  highrdensity  development  wherever  the  1961   rules
apply" and to  "establish clear height limits for all zoning districts
outside the central business districts."

He wants the provisions to ``address how buildings relate to the
street," because he believes "the visual disorientation of urban tow-
ers needs to be ameliorated by a wellrdesigned base that relates to
the traditional cityscape." Rose wants to discontinue incentives for

providing public open space on private property, especially in res-
idential areas, and he expects the reforms to reopen manufactur-
ing zones  to  hospitals  and  other  institutions  (where  they aren't
allowed now) . This would restrict their encroachment on residen-
tial neighborhoods, where they must now be located. He plans to
simplify commercial-use regulations, focusing mainly on uses with
adverse impacts, and to open industrial zones to more commercial

HF

activity (though a similar effort to introduce big box retail in these
zones failed several years ago) .

Why shouldn't zoning be  comprehensible  enough  that  ``any
reasonably intelligent individual should be able to understand the
range of possibilities that zoning permits on a given plot" of land?
It's hard to quarrel with many of the things Rose said he wanted to
change in the existing 900-page zoning resolution  (the text of his
speech can be found at www.ci.nyc.ny.us/html/dcp). Who would
not want  the  policy  to  be  predictable  enough  that  "similar  cir-
cumstances produce similar results." Rose added,  `That does  7}of
mean all buildings should look alike or that all uses should be uni-
form. " Instead, zoning should ``accommodate growth and change"
and  "respect  the  urban  fabric  and  protect  the  quality  of life."
Finally, it's reasonable  to say that ``we must be realistic about the
regulatory burden we impose on our economy and on those who
must enforce our rules."  (The Department of Buildings does the
enforcing.)

THE  PARKINE;  PRDBLEM
The most problematic recommendation would add parking

requirements   for   residential   developments   in   urban   areas

(already served by transit)  that are now car-choked. Rose argues
"New York  is  the  only American  city  .  .  .  that  does  not  permit

downtown   residences   to   provide   parking ....   In   much   of
Manhattan,  new  developments  may  not  exceed  one  space  for
every five new apartments .... Our rules were introduced in 1982
to  reduce  the  number  of  cars  entering  the  central  business
district." He concluded,  "It didn't work. The number of parking
spaces  is  down  ten  percent  while  car  use  and  ownership  are
up .... We have decided to adopt a more realistic approach that
continues to discourage automobile commuter parking but bet-
ter reflects car-ownership patterns in  dense neighborhoods.  We
will also update our parking requirements in lowendensity areas
to  insure  that  auto-oriented  businesses  like  movie  multiplexes

provide  enough  parking  to  avoid  having  their  patrons  cruise
around adjoining residential areas. " -/.M.
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`DELIBERATE   EXEEPTIEIN§'  ARE   PRE]PE§ED  TEE  T

PRl=F-E=5IIR  BDYER'§  Hl=TDRY
At  the  Architectural   League's  June   22nd
discussion   on   proposed   zoning   reform,
Princeton     University's     Christine     Boyer
explained that not much has changed since

planning problems were initially identified at
the end of the nineteenth century. Though no East Coast city has
ever passed a comprehensive plan like those frequently employed
in  the  West,  New York  City  produced  the  first  comprehensive
zoning plan in the United States, in 1916. That code, with its five
different  height  districts,  was  intended  to  alleviate  congestion,
relieve  inconvenience,  and  prevent  disasters  like  the  Triangle
Shirtwaist fire. Forty percent of Manhattan and twcrthirds of the
rest of the city were designated residential with no industries, pub-
lic stables, or garages allowed.

"Zoning was  [then]  a technical solution to separate conflict-

ing land uses, enhance home ownership, and promote speculative
development," she said. As a result, single-family housing was con-
centrated  in  the  outer  boroughs,  while  office  towers  rose  in
Manhattan. Of the 377 skyscrapers in the United States,188 were
built in New York City.

"Before 1960, there were very few regulations," Boyer noted.

But the zoning ordinance of 1961  added a host of complicated
new provisions. Taking the Seagram building as a model, the ordi-
nance encouraged towers on plaras. A system of bonuses offered
additional bulk (18 instead of the usual maximum 15 F.A.R.) . This

approach,  which  she  called  "the  carrot  rather  than  the  stick,"
awarded bonuses for adding apartments,  theaters, and shops to
office buildings. Then, to facilitate historic preservation  (initially
at  South  Street  Seaport)   developers  were  allowed  to  transfer
development rights  (TDRs)  to other sites. The provision was used
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to preserve the Tiffany Building on Fifth Avenue, Carnegie Hall,
and  the  Villard  Houses.  However,  a  combination  of TDRs  and
other bonuses equally permitted an F.A.R. of 21.6 for the Trump
Tower.

The attempt was made to write a new zoning ordinance in the
1970s, but "it somehow disappeared," Boyer said. By the eighties,

people were beginning to get tired of all the negotiated deals that
bonusing  required.  She  explained  that  there was  a  clamor for
more approvals to be  "as of right," so an elaborate system of sky
exposure planes was created. Also, to encourage development on
the West Side  (where it was occurring slowly)  F.A.R.s were raised
there and simultaneously lowered on the East Side.

Boyer  mentioned  some  of the  problems  posed by  the  pro-

posed reforms: "Who decides what `architectural excellence' is [if
it's  used  as  the  basis  for  development].  How  do  we  mediate
between  zoning for development  and historic preservation. How
do  we  find  enlightened  developers  like  the  Bronfmans?  What
about  the  all-important waterfront?"  She  added,  "Some  of the

younger architects are extremely interested in zoning," citing the
recent publication Z14fzMAxby the Dutch firm MVRDV (ocuLus,
May/June  1999,  p.16).  And  a  glance  at  the  young  audience

proved her point.

§ I R K I Nvl § Ill N
Michael  Sorkin   also  voiced  a  number  of
Boyer's concerns, but he emphasized that the
one  "undiscussable"  thing  is  "taste."     `The
only way taste can be addressed is by quantifi-
cation," he said, summing up the philosophy

of the current resolution.
`The bonusing system," he said,  "has a structural contradic-
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tion: what is being given is something bad, so the city is trading
something that is not in the public good for something that is in
the public good."

Sorkin described the areas singled out for reform as: height-
and-bulk;  the  question  of the  automobile  ("the  proposal  says  a
realistic approach is to acknowledge it and increase facilities for its
maintenance"); relaxing zoning restrictions to allow schools, hos-

pitals, and other institutions in industrial zones; easing restrictions
on small businesses so they can locate in residential areas; and the
idea that zoning should be logical and enforceable. He said none
of these goals compensates for the lack of long-range planning.

`The issue  of vision really impacts the  question of the  auto-

mobile. New York City needs to move in the direction of a post-
automotive society.  By 2030 we should have overcome  the auto-
mobile as the primary means of movement, not only because it is
a filthy and lethal technology but because the greatest areas of our
collectively-held  public  space-ur  streets  and  highways-are
devoted to it," he said. Without planning, Sorkin thinks it difficult
to  recover green  space  and undertake  the  city's  ``1ast great prc+

ject-the waterfront-unless we can imagine the waterfront not as
an edge but as part of the neighborhoods it surrounds."

He  mentioned  architects'  opinions  solicited  by  the  League
and published on the Web, calling particular attention to Caples
Jeflerson's suggestion  that bonusing might encourage  a series of
environmental measures to move the city in a more sustainable
direction.

Planning is necessary to  "secure the character of our neigh-
borhoods," he argued. `The content of the city-both lifestyles and
modes of production-are changing. People are living differently
and doing different kinds of work. Finessing the remix of the city
while defending the character of a neighborhood will be difficult. "

FID§E  FIESPI=ND=
"Zoning   is   an   important   planning   tool

because this is a city that is builtTout to its bor-
ders  and  is  regulated  by  zoning,"  he  said,
adding that it  "is not to say that zoning and

planning are the same thing." But if Rose had
a vision for the future of New York, he didn't say what it was. He
seemed  most interested in  streanlining  the  zoning process  he
works with every day.  "Zoning now is largely unintelligible. You
don't want rules that are so involved. We need to have the flexi-
bility so that when we see something bold, new, and good, we can
relax some of the strictures and figure out how to make it hap-

pen."
"One  of the  things  I  would  like  to  leave  as  a  legacy  is  the

engagement of the design community. There is very little routine
interaction  between  designers,  developers,  politicians,  and  ten-
ants,"  Rose  said.  If there  is  going  to  be  a bonus,  "let it be  the
developer's architect who earns it, not his lawyer."

Sorkin asked, "How would you plan-r imagine planning-
for good quality architecture across the board?"

Rose replied, ``1 don't think you can do it. The code has to leg-
islate between quality and necessities, or you would create a city

just for rich people." And, "the architectural discussion has to be
separate from the political process. The last thing you want is the
city  council  trying  to  handle  a  discussion  about  architectural
excellence. "

Sorkin said he thought that most of the audience agreed: the
zoning resolution needed revision. But he failed again when he
tried to find out what Rose envisions in the long term. The two
men were simply operating in different time frames.
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IN  CONFERENCE

The New Urbanism
Under FEre

true reformer, Andres Duany
recently said he wrote codes,
not books, because the people
who really built inerica
didn't read books. This past
spring, a spirited Harvard
conference focused on the
New Urbanism and exposed
deep conflicts in American
culture-be tween moderniza-
tion and nostalala, between
community and individual ful-
fillment -though at times it
turned into ajoust between
star proponents of different

persuasions.
Have the New Urbanists

changed their stripes-r won
over critics? The melancholy
answer to both questions is a
resounding 72,o, though the
impasse at the meeting cer-
tainly showed where the lines
are drawn. The New Urbanist
movement was briefly a hot
topic after the popular media
discovered Seaside, Florida, in
the early 1990s. The move-
ment's relevance for cities was
debated at an ANY magazine
symposium in 1993 and at the
Municipal Art Society in 1994.
Pitting defenders of other
urbanisms against the move-
ment's partisans, these discus-
sions generated heat but
little light.

Just three years ago, 7life
Ivezt; yorfe T3.7'72es architecture

critic Herbert Muschamp
wrote that the New Urbanism
was the most important archi-
tectural movement in the
United States since the end of
the Cold War, but he believed
it would not play a significant
role in center cities without a
change in the ideology. In
1998, the opening of Disney's
Celebration  (a New Urbanist
village near Orlando) and the
satirical film  7lhe r7i4773cz7i sfaozu

(which was staged in Seaside)
briefly reignited discussion.
Locally, the Buell Center at
Columbia and the National
Academy of Design sponsored
well-attended lectures on the
subject. And in January of this

year, Duany Plater-Zyberk held
a charrette to design a neigh-
borhood on a brownfield site
in Jersey City. The local plan-
ning department, the
Liebman Melting Partnership,
and a host of other architects
and planners (oCULuS,
September 1999, p.16)  also
took part.

Currently, several times
each year, the faithful convene
to offer each other mutual
support and attract converts
to their cause. But the confer-
ence "Exploring (New)
Urbanism," at Harvard's
Graduate School of Design
in March, was the most
thorough and balanced
discussion to date.

The proceedings-now
available on CD-ROM and in an
edited transcript-were orga-
nized by Alex Krieger, a critic
of the movement and chair-
man of the Department of
Urban Planning and Design
at the GSD. His format gave
the movement's founders-
architects Peter Calthorpe,
Andres Duahy, Elizabeth Plater

Zyberk, Elizabeth Moule,

Stephahos Polyziodes, Dan

Solomon, and Seaside's devel-
oper Robert Davis-a strong
head start in the debate. But
they quickly squandered this
opportunity, with their ram-
bling accounts of theory and

projects. High points included
Pittsburgh architect Ray
Gindrez's detailed discussion
of low-income housing in the
suburbs, and University of
Pennrylvania landscape archi-
tect Anne Whistoh Spirh's pas-

sionate attack on New
Urbanism's static view of
Nature. But generally the dis-
cussion was too elementary
and evangelical for the audi-
ence, and criticisms were not

adroitly dealt with.
Critics on the second

day-SCI-Arc professors
Margaret Crawlord and John
Kaliski; University of Toronto
historian Detlef Mertins;

Rutgers geographer Neil Smith;
and architect Micliael Sorkiit-

pounded relentlessly on the
perceived weaknesses of the
movement: limited diversity in
its communities and an
emphasis on style rather than

planning.
If modernism's stress on

the building-asobject and on
separating uses resulted in
empty and chaotic cities, New
Urbanists said their emphasis
on the public realm and
mixed uses would reestablish
lively and ordered communi-
ties. But critics charged that
the homogeneity of New
Urbanist projects runs con-
trary to the movement's stress
on critical regionalism, reveal-
ing its purpose of controlling
behavior by mandating style
and taste.

when Plater-Zyberk
argued that New Urbanists'

place-making codes help to
create good communities to
raise children, Crawford said
that she was not opposed to
mothers and children but to
confusing the neighborhood
with the whole public realm.
`The New Urbanism left out

democracy, citizenship, and
struggle."

Proponents of New
Urbanism tried to explain that
they believed "individual
architectural projects should
be seamlessly linked to their
surroundings. This issue tran-
scends style" And they submit-
ted, with some justification,
that there was more variety in
their projects than had been
recognized.  (Finally, in frustra-
tion, Duany shouted that the
reason for controlling style
through codes was to make

palatable a mix of building
types and income levels.
I^7hether he believed this or
was trving to shame his crit-



ics-implying that their con-
cern with social diversity was
no more than lip service-his
announcement shocked the
audience. He won the argu-
ment by turning it inside out.)

The Duel
A Friday evening debate

between Duany and
Koolhaas, on the subject of
``Urbanism(s) ," was billed as

the main event, though it
almost did not take place
because Duany objected to
the bracketing of the word
"(New) " in the conference

title. He felt, correctly, that
this called the validity of the
word into question. Koolhaas,
who was in residence at
Harvard, was ready whatever
the conference was called.

(Other critics liked the plural
form ``urbanisms." They used
it throughout the conference
as a flag. As Sorkin put it, `We
need a thousand urbanisms.")

Koolhaas repeatedly taunt-
ed Duany with, "What do you
think of 42nd Street?" He
urged Duany to abandon his
``role as missionary" and his

commitment to the "utterly
regimented. " If Duany would
leap, he had the power to
"navigate the New Urbanism

to a critical position on the
New 42nd Street."

But in saddling Duany
and the movement with the
Disneyfication of New York,
Koolhaas was unfair. He might
have used the Second Stage
Theatre at Eighth Avenue and
43rd Street (which Koolhaas
recently completed with
Richard Gluckman)  to illus-
trate his conception of urban-
ism: the recycling of buildings,
the use of new materials and
bright colors, and the rethink-
ing of traditional functions.
His witty and economical con-
temporary theater succeeds by
not surrendering to the nos-
talgia of the New 42nd Street

(ocuLus, September 1998,
p.  5).

Duany then attacked

Koolhaas for succumbing to
the global capitalist culture of
our times and for being afraid
that he ``can't measure up to
the European avanLgarde of
Corbu and Oud." He said
Koolhaas' inflated books show
he needs "the bodyguard of

graphics" (presumably refer-
ring to the stgantic 1995 S, J\4l,
I, XL, not the svelte 1978
Dell;rious New York) .

Despite the fireworks
between Duany and Koolhaas,
many thought the event was a
bust. Robert Campbell, the
Pulitzer prizewinning critic for
The Boston Globe, corn:pared
Koolhaas' tactic to Ali's ropa-
dopa in the Foreman fight (by
hanging on the ropes,
Koolhaas hoped to wear his
opponent out) . Koolhaas may
have been more cynical than
he appeared, Duany less so.
Dressed in a sky blue suit (and
with a twinkle in his eye) , the
European architect mourned
the disappearance of pornog-
raphy in Times Square, where-
as the American Duany,
all in black, declared,
``Haussmannization was greet-

ed as we are."
On the last day of the con-

ference, the New Urbanists
invited the audience to attend
future "traveling road shows"

planned for the University of
California at Berkeley,
Seaside, and the seventh New
Urbanist Congress, in
Milwaukee. Crawford won-
dered: why attend, since "this
level of discourse has been
exhausted. " Smith suggested
that a new progran with
``more imagination and less

technical details" needed to
be formulated.

The elected officials at the
conference  (mostly moderate
Republican or New
Democratic mayors of mid-
sized cities)  objected to the

grunge and pornography
favored by the "old" urbanists

(Sorkin called for "wanton
acts to be obligatory") ,
although they were equally

appalled by Duany's contempt
for ordinary Americans and
civic decision-making. Mayor

Ton Norquist, of Milwaukee,
and U.S. Congressman Earl
Blumenauer, of Portland,
Oregon, are long-term mem-
bers of the New Urbanist cir-
cle. Both presumably like the
rules the movement provides,
because rules are easily
explained to constituents. But
they werejustified in com-

plaining that the confer-
ence-and the movement-
paid little attention to eco-
nomic issues, especiallyjob
creation.

The real problem with the
movement (and with this con-
ference title)  is that though it
offers sound altrnatives to
sprawl, it provides no new
ideas for urban areas. The
lessons it seeks to teach are
already embeded in the exist-
ing fabric of older East Coast
cities and torms.

Cincinnati Mayor Roxanne

Qualls made a fitting request:
`fwe need...a better alterna-

live. " Organizer Krieger
responded, ``Conversations
collide and will continue." In
the end, though, the direction
(which he had set)  prevailed.
The subject of the conference

proved to be New Urbanism
and its history, not "urbanism
for a new millennium. "

Ihobert Sargent, PhD, a P1.Ofessor Of Engdsh

at Hofstr.a U`rlinersity, wrol,e a master's

thesis on the Nelu Urbanism in tlue gI-add-

ate Pi-ogl.un in architecture and desigrL

criticism at Pano:us Sclbool Of Design.

The proceedings of the confer-

ence, on cD-ROM, can be obtained

from the Harvard Graduate

School of Design; an illustrated

transcript, edited by Todd W.

Bressi, is available from The

Seaside Institute, P.O. Box 4730,

Seaside, FL 32459, by E-mail

(institwte@seasidef i.coin) , or Dry

calling 850-231-2421.
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Emerging Voices at the
Architectural League
by Adarm Ctryf

In the annual Emerging

Voices lecture series, a
consciously balanced
diversity of architects

highlights differences
between winners' practices.
And, it shows how the various

places they practice affect the
work they produce.

Phoenix architect Wendell
Burnette and New Yorker Evan
Douglis spoke on the same
evening, and the contrast was
dramatic. Burnette, is largely
self-trained (though he spent
some time at Taliesin West
and worked for Will Bruder) .
In 1996, Burnette opened his

practice and has since
designed a number of mini-
malist residences and com-
mercial interiors that are dis-
tinguished by his interest in
construction. For his own stu-
dio residence, where he also
acted as general contractor,
Burnette suspended a double-
height glass facade between
two austere concrete walls. Its
minute support system allows
the glass panes to apparently
coalesce into one pure
surface.

Burnette's sensitivity to
the craft of construction dis-
tinguishes his minimalism
from that of many of his con-
temporaries and relates it to
that of Mies van der Rohe.
But where Miesian work floats
above the landscape, Bur-
nette's is deeply rooted in it.

Douglis' work, however, is
based in theory. The installa-
tions he has designed as
director of Columbia
University's architecture gal-
leries since  1995 often illus-

trate the show's subject. For
`The Oblique Function: A

Collaboration between
Claude Parent fe Paul
Virillio, " Douglis designed
diagonal planes based on the
hypothetical spaces on view.

Douglis' work is most
interesting when he treats
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Studio Residence,

Phoe'riex, Arizona, We'ndell   Burmette

Univers Theatre, Ark:us,1996,
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Glass House @ 2°, Michael Bell
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architecture as an investiga-
five process. In a studio he
taught at Pratt several years
ago, a cocoon-shaped latex
bag was suspended from a
warehouse ceiling on the Red
Hook piers, to explore "a free
form concrete casting tech-
nique which could be used at
a whole series of scales for
very different programs. "
Bound with various wires, it
was filled with concrete so the

pull of gravity could deform
the result into erratic bulbous
forms.

Another Night
On the evening Kevin

Da[ey and Chris Genik, from
Los Angeles, and Bostonian
Brian Healy lectured, the differ-
ences in direction were less
dramatic. Both firms incoxpc+
rate theorizing in their

process. The principals of the
firm Daley, Genik began their
lecture with an image of a

plane called the Flying Buppy.
Its silhouette swells like a tic to
accommodate additional
cargo, and the plane exempli-
fies of the balance the archi-
tects try to strike between the
improvisational and the ana-
lytical in their work.

The Buppy often appears
unexpectedly in their projects.
At the center of a house in
Los Angeles, Daley and Cienik
inserted a large pod contain-
ing the entire program, free-
ing the surrounding space to
be used at will. In a residential
renovation for a retired cou-

plc wanting places to display
their antiques collection, the
architects designed a series of
sculptural interventions-serf-
contained cabinets that seem
to sail through the rooms, and
a fireplace sheathed in alu-
minum scales-to redefine
the existing space.

RAther than peer inward
to interiors, Healy looks to a
structure's surroundings. He
seeks a moreexpansive under-
standing of context that
includes the evolution of the

landscape, "to engage what is
already there in an attempt to
be a part of that place and
what that place is becoming."
Healy captured this moment
best in a combination chil-
dren's day care center/pool
hall sited in a transitory and
marginal landscape at the
edge of a rural highway.
Healy's volumes slouch against
each other, and the exterior is

peppered with local artifacts-
propane tanks, an exhaust
pipe, and exterior stairs. AI-
though meticulously crafted,
the day care center/pool hall
appears slapdash-poignant
in a landscape where build-
ings look like flotsam.

MEchael Bell and
Asymptote
dy Jayne Merhel

Hhe range of architec-

tural concerns
today-from the
relationship between

virtual space and urban space,
to the building of city houses
economically-was on the
roster in April when Lise Anne
Couture and Hani Rashid, of
Asymptote, spoke along with
Michael Bell.

Bell, who was teaching at
Houston's Rice University at
the time, has recenty accepted
a post at Columbia. He is also
an editor, with Sze Tsung
Leong, of the 1998 book Sfozu

SPczce (Monacelli Press, 480

pages, 7 I/4 x 9 I/4, 380 illustra-
tions, paper, $55) . Many of
Bell's houses, which remain
unrealized, were designed for
exhibitions or private clients.

One of his chief interests
is ``the notion of depth in pic-
torial space and the flatness of
an eye trving to see space."
Another concern is mass-prcr
duction and how to build ecor
nomically enough in the city
to begin to reverse the grow-
ing housing shortage (though
he admitted that he "struggles
between wanting to work with-
in the avanngarde tradition
and within the constraints of

the economy") .
His design for an 890-

square-foot house, which was
included in the MOMA "Un-

private house" show (ocuLus,
Sept.1999, pp.10-11)  mea-

sures only 32x47 feet, and Bell
claims it can be built for
between $50 and $55 per
square foot. The facade con-
sists of a halidozen sets of
off-the-shelf sliding glass
doors. Cables hold the walls in

place. People thought he was
"crazy," the architect said, to

build a transparent house in a
low-income neighborhood.
But he liked the idea of a
faux version of the Miesian
American dream, and wanted
to ``push limits" both aestheti-
cally and economically.

For a 4.5-acre site outside
Santa Fe, Bell designed the
Double Dihedral House for an
art collector. It is actually two
buildings in one-a residence
and ``a kind of gallery. " Two
I+shaped forms surround a
courtyard, turning the house
inside out. Here the architect
was trying ``to add a topor

graphical complexity while
dealing with a description of
the horizon."

Asymptote
Lise Anne Couture (she

teaches at Parsons) and Hani
Rashid (he founded the
Paperless Studio at Columbia)
use electronic technology to
extend and activate architec~
tural space. Though they prac-
tice out of a live-work loft in
Soho, their practice is fully
international.

A transparent, polygonal,
tensile-and-frame structure for
the Theater Festival in Arhus,
Denmark, had walls that meld-
ed with the city and made-visi-
ble the medieval core. A con-
tinuous membrane stretched
over the gridded elements was
activated by colored lights in
the evening.

In the same city, a scheme
for the Arhus Museum of
Modern Art, on a green space



in front of Arnejacobsen's
City Hall, uses the site to ``1ink

the urban infrastructure and
the park on its edge." The
foyer is an extension of the
street plan, while the interior
system of ramps, based on the
architects' earlier design for a
Yokohama Passenger Ship
Terminal, ``creates constant
references to the space of the
city, with views through the
structure [and]  to the park,"
Couture said.

For a biennial celebrating

paper as a material, in Dtiren,
Germany, the architects video-
taped paper being manufac-
Cured. Then, using light and
sound, they "made a three-
dimensional entity out of it."
The idea was to test the limits
of materiality and explore the
effect of dicttal technology on
environments.

The name Asymptote
denotes lines that come infi-
nitely close together without
ever actually touching. Yet the
firm's most recent project-
for the New York Stock
Exchange-represents a total
convergence of interests in
culture and communication,
virtual reality, and architectur-
al form. The project consists
of both a computengenerated
environment and a dynamic
wired space which newscasters
are now using as a backdrop
for broadcasts-instead of the
adjacent grand classical trad-
ing floor. The architects are
also designing a virtual
Guggenheim Museum, the
Kyoto Research Park, and the
Edutainment and Multimedia
Center, in Kyoto.

The Body Electric-
The Young Architect's
Competition
by Adam Cinff

urprisingly, the
winners of the

chitectural
League's 1999 Young

Architects Competition tack-
led this year's theme of "scale"
while subverting the jury's
interest in the topic.

Scale in architecture
touches on issues ranging
from urbanism (how does the
overwhelming size of skyscrap-
ers affect the city)  to represen-
tation (how does a scale model
compare to the actual build-
ing). What interested the com-

petition'sjurors was how
cyberspace-a limitless and
immeasurable terrain-would
affect our understanding of
scale. But in reacting against
the implications of the `virtual
world" (even I cringe to use
those words)  the winners were
intent on restoring a sense of
scale based on the body's pres-
ence and dimensions.

In the project titled
"Femme Pissoire," Sunil Bald

and Yolande Daniels, principals
of the New York firm Studio
Sumo, designed a stainless steel
urinal that allows women to
urinate while standing-just
like men. Tittering aside, the
Femme Pissoire typifies the
winning entrants' work.
I^7hatever further liberation
women gain from this con-
traption, only those wearing
skirts can use it (an obvious
regression). To overcome the
contradiction, Bald and
Daniels designed a pair of

pants with a zipper going
from belly button to the small
of the back.

Sharing a fascination with
bodily functions, Edward
Mitchell created a figurative
map of New Haven loosely
related to human anatomy. As

part of a planning study com-
missioned by the Neighbor-
hood Association of Cedar
Hill, Mitchell teased out a

series of associations with the
liver. Referring to ancient
Roman cities, he asked, "If the
city could be scaled by divin-
ing a liver, what would we
learn about the city's systems
from the present divinations
of one of the city's residents?"
Culling episodes from New
Haven's history, such as the
rise of watering holes during
industrialization , Mitchell
brushed an impasto of histori-
cal references onto his map.
But his allusions are over-

grown and thick: the Quinni-
piac River becomes both uri-
mary tract and industrial-waste

pipe. Although the usefulness
of his clever flights of free-
association may be doubtful,
Mitchell did return in this

project to a classical under-
standing of scale, where archi-
tectural dimensions originate
in the proportions of the
human body.

Skeptical of the classical
conception of the body, Omar
Khan and Laura Garofalo pro-

jected text and images onto a
Lycra tent sheltering a per-
former in their 1997 installa-
tion Body A(r)mour. `The tent
tightly enveloped the per-
former, so that the fabric and
the performer's skin became
synonymous," they explained.
While projecting text on the
body has already become
cliche, it does express a truth
observed by art critic Rosalind
Kraus. The body has ceased to
be seen as a vessel holding our
insides (or our souls) and has
become instead a sensing skin,
a screen for the reststering of
impressions. Even more, the
tent resembled a womb, and
one could sense the per for-
mer's struggle for some kind
of birth against the barrage of
images.

Winning entrants refused
to prognosticate about how
the sense of our bodies will
evolve and affect our sense of
scale in the age of the inter-
net. Some assumed a reac-
tionary pose, resurrecting old

AT  I.lllE  PODIUM

ideas. Vrinda Khanha and

Robert Shultz incorporated the
system of vastu Shastra-the
Indian equivalent of feng
shui-into their architecture.
But maybe Douglas Pancoast's
multimedia theater for the
Cranbrook Institute of
Science spoke most eloquent-

ly about the uncertainty. To
enter his minuscule egg-
shaped theater, visitors walk
through hanging drapes that
act as projection screens for a
multimedia show. Audience
members loose themselves in
a sea of images.

Body A(r)rnour, Liminal Projects,

Oman Khan and Laura Garofaho

Executive Cinest House for

Scum-ashtra Ce'ment Ltd. ,

Ranavav, India,
Vrinda Khanna cund RDbert ScJoultz.

Watering Hole, Edward Mitchell

Crandrook lnstinit,e Of Scte'rLce,

Douglas Pancoast
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Technology for Designers

E ate this past spring,

the RA New York
Chapter's Computer
Applications/

Information Technology (IT)
Committee hosted the first of
a series of sessions focused on

preparing architects to design
information technology-inten-
sive buildings. More than 85

professionals attended the
event held in the training
facility atj.P. Morgan's 23 Wall
Street location.

After an introduction,
committee chairman James
Brogan, AIA, of Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates,
introduced the gathering.
John Howell, AIA (a member of

the Computer Applications
Committee and an architect/
technologist at].P. Morgan),
opened the discussion. Howell

pointed out that there has
been a shift in how businesses
are defined, as network and
technology infrastructure now
define many of them. John
Cantirino, PE, J.P. Morgan
Vice President, stressed the
importance of getting the
right team involved early
during a project-in order to
plan for technology infrastruc-
ture. Integration is key; space
requirements of telecom/data
rooms, raised flooring, and
infrastructure for networks
can have a major impact on
a design.

Bill Sewell is a Registered

Cable Distribution Designer

(RCDD), a facilities technolcr

gies specialist at Sverdrup
architects and engineers.

(RCDD is a relatively
new specialty within the field.)
Sewell discussed present and
future technologies, stressing
that clients will continue to
ask for flexible, expandable,
maintainable, and secure high-
speed networks. Bob Eastman,
an RCDD, with Shen Milsom

Wilke Telecommunications
brought examples of a dozen
of that firm's projects. These

included the wiring of the
Rose Main Reading Room at
the New York Public Library, a
large law firm, a typical school
classroom, and technology-
focused office buildings. He
showed plans and sections
demonstrating the integration
issues surrounding architec-
Cure and IT infrastructure.
Sewell also discussed
PBX/server room locations,
cable raceways (and the best
ways of handling them), access
flooring, and integrating data,

power, and other sources, with
a focus on various project
requirements.

For a videotape of this
session, contact the AIA New
York Chapter. The commit-
tee's schedule of events,
highlights of past meetings,
and contacts (as well as
more information about the
Computer Applications and
Information Technology
committee) can be found at
the "Members" section of the
chapter's website.  zozoz{;. czin7t). org

Objets d'Architecture
by Kj,ra L. Could

Hhere was much to

see at the
International
Contemporary

Furniture Fair held this
spring, when ideas for the
workplace and the home
overtook the halls at]acob K

javits Convention Center. As
it has for more than a decade,
this year's fair sponsored by
Mc£7i¢o/ds magazine served
both as a spec-writer's mecca
and testing ground for
experimental ideas.

Of course, New York
architects comb the displays
for products, ideas, and
trends, but this year there
were also a number of archi-
tects-local and otherwise-
who showed wares at the fair.
With his wife  (graphic design-
er Judy Hudson)  New York
architect Stuart Basseches
began making furniture for
his own needs.  (What archi-

tect doesn't know the frustra-
tion of searching high and
low for the perfect chair or
thejust-right light?) At the
fair, Basseches and Hudson
exhibited lighting and stack-
ing tables. Floor lamps were
sleek cylinders featuring cus-
tom{olored, powderLcoated
aluminum bands.

Silky to the touch-ven
at the joints-handcrafted
wooden tables, chairs, and
bookshelves by Brooklyn-
based architect Jonah
Zuckerman's company, City

Joinery, revealed Zuckerman's
architectural aesthetic and
attention to quality of materi-
als and craftsmanship. With a
similar spirit, New Yorker
David Bergman's company, Fire
& Water, introduced his
OhGee table. The piece draws
on midcentury modernism,
with its tabletop of clear or
recycled glass set on a base of
blackened-steel rods.

Alongside sculptor John
Christakos, Minneapolis-based
architect Charlie Lazor and
Chicago architect Maurice
Blanks work as a team called
Blu Dot. Their reasonably

priced furniture has gained
notice since first appearing at
the Fair in 1997. This year's
introduction, the clean-lined
Modu-licious cabinets, are
square or rectangular units
that can be configured in mul-
tiple arrangements-
storage with style, as it were.

Chapter Notes
I  Langan Engineering is mov-
ing. The firm is hosting an
open house on Thursday,
October 14, at its new
Manhattan location: 90 West
St., Suite 1210, from 5 -8:30

PM. For more information,
contact: Roger Mathison,
director of engineering
services, at 212-964-7888.
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SUBSCRIBE TO OCU[US
Read about New York architecture and urban design.

$40 per year for ten issues. Call 683-0023, ext. 14, to subscribe.

BOOKLISTS

Rizzoli Bookstores' Top 10
As Of Atigust  1999

I. CAD Layer Guidelines, second edition:
Computer-Aided Design Management
Technologies for Architecture,
Engineering, and Facility Management,
Ed.  Mi,chael Scldy (AIA Press, Papei-,
$35).

2.  Lofts'
Fi.ancisco Cerver (Watson Gacptill,  cloth,
$35).

i. New York 1960,
Robert A.M. Stern, Thomas Mellins, and
David Fishiiurn (Taschen, cloth, $30).

4.  Philippe Starck,
CS02rv51)u.ayL.Moo.gen(Universe,Papei-,

i. New York Guide To Recent
Architecture,
S.apsa_;i±rra Sirefman (REnencrm, Paper,
$5.98).

6. Spectacular Swimming Pools,
Fi-ancisco Col.ver (Watson Ouptill,  cloth,
$35).

7. New American Cottage,
]Son5ff.TratovetwatsonGupti[[,paper,

8.  Lofts'
Marcus Fiend pn4, Mark Irving (Gingko
pl.ess, papei., $4o).

9.  Palaces of Rome,

tif§eBmon:ngivna,acnto#h:a#9C8';:ti

JO.  Sam Francisco Guide To Recent
Architecture,
Peter IJayd (REnemann, Paper, $5.98).

Urban Center Books
As Of August 1999

I.  Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Complete Works, volume 1,
Peter Buchanan (Plwiden Press, Paper,
$29.95).

2.  Tod Williams/Billie Tsien Works,

2.G Editors (Chastouo Gith, paper,
$37.50).

i.  Hip Hotels'

F#pbe:{SY2Pgftga5)(:hanes&Hudson,

4. Architectural Guidebook to
New York City,
Fi.ancis MaITone (Gibbs Smith, Paper,
$21.95).

i. Architecture ol Independence,

#%tjAy#p:S'%,h#tfc;:gr5a)l.Leagueof

6.  FARMAX: lmprov on Density,
RIif]!:a(rod]#,oeph;+pN#,"#3#):as,andJacobiian

7.  Folds, Bodies & Blobs,
GS'fel.5d;:'L(LalJcth.evolee,paper,

8.  Move'
Ben van Bei-kel, a'nd Con.oline Bos
(Goose press, Pa'Pei`,  $54.50).

9. Open Sky,
Paul Viiilio (Vei-so, Paper, $16) .

JO. OMA/Rein Koo[haas,
(vEo'|:,I;:eq,u;LE[;L:+$7899)'-.evisedomnihas
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DEADLINES

November 16
The National Buiiding Museum's ALpgar
A"and Of Excellence Tecogndees  coninbu-
lions Of indinid,uals whose observation,
interpretation, a,nd evahaation Of
America's bwiit erowirorrment heighten Pub-
hc a;won.eiuss Of excellence in l]uiiding and
urban dsigrL, developrrient,  cormrmndty
revitahation, or city onrd regivorral Plan-
wing. Nominees can be authors, prodrcers,
oritics, edecatan, practicing Professionds
such as architects and developers, or
otlurs. Nominatious shouid be subenitted
as a brief iuritten staterneri,i giving back

gro'und and justificcho'rL for the nomj,na~
tion. Incl:u,de relevant support rrraterials.
Selfroowinations are irot accepted. Tlue
Apgar A;INard recipient will receive a

$1,500 horun.ariun. The uiinmer uiill be
armo'unced bofore the errd Of 1999 and

publicded in the Museum's pubhcchon,
Blueprints.  Schd „!¢/e77.czds Co.. A¢gitzr

AINa;nd, Nchoral Buiiding Miise:un, 401
F Street, N.W., Washinston, DC 20001.

December 1
The exhibition iriarketing agenay
Exhibitorgroup / Giltspur irwites design
stwdents to eriter its `99 I,ounch Your
Career in Exhibit Design compedtion.
Winners Of the first, second, and third

prizes will receive twition scholarshif]s (Of
$7,500, $5,000, and $2,500 respeckvely)

for tlue stwdy Of design. Each Of the three
wirmers will also receive a Paid internship
at one Of Exhibitorgroup /Cititspw.'s  17

prodeckon faalities in North Arminca. In
addition, the wirming entries ull be shour
cased at the year 2000 Exhibitor Slww in
Las Vegas, Nevada. The conpetitio'n is

apen to design students who will be sapho-
mores or jwiors eurolled at an accredited
college or winersity in the  1999-2000
acadewic year. To receive a Posterand-
entry form, E-mall ri,ann, address, tele-

phone runmber, na:ne Of school, and cu;r
rent year in school to.. I,aunch Your Con-eer
Compedtion `99, iduncircareer99@e-g. con
or mar,l sarrne to: Exhibitorgroup /Gtltspur,
201  Mill Rd., Edison, N] 08817-3801.

K + A Design Consultants
33 Queens Lane

New Hyde Park, NY 11040
516-3654722

Architectural Lighting
Consultation   Analysis    Design

John Katimaris
IALD  RA  IIDA
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Architectural License Preparation
"The Battis{a Courses"

for new computer ARE

Institute of Design and Construction
141  Willoughby Street

Brooklyn, New York  11201
Telephone:  718-855-3661,  ext.17

MAGGI SEDLIS, AIA

The OHice ol Margaret J. Sedlis
36 East 23 Street, 7th lloor

New York, NY 10010
phone: 212-777-5598

fax: 212-979-0923
e-mail: maggis@aol.com

Consultants to architects
and designers providing

services related to=

project management
contract management
practice mahagemeht

Select Interior Door, Ltd.
2074 Perry Road, P.0. Box 178
North Java, New York 14113

1-800-535-9335
FAX 716-535-9923

www.sidl.com

Manufacturers of custom
interior and exterior solid

hardwood doors and millwork
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Ornamental  Metal  satisfies more design

goals than any other decorative material.

And  its abilities to enhance and embellish

transcend the pure aesthetic to create

tangible value in a  property.  From  distinctive,

sleek entranceways, to gracious, intricate

railings and stairs, Omamental  Metal offers

uncommon durability, design flexibility and

enduring appeal.  For quality you can feel  and

beauty you can touch, Omamental  Metal  is

the singular choice.

For more information or consultation, please contact the Ornamental Metal lnsftute of New York.

EXHIBIT.ONS

S%=##=n\°ctobeT23
TJ5ue7MMukisdo%'AA„Te:S2°i±835_396o.

T7hher#pft:a(#use
T]]fw#g3#dms:{2#o235:8_A#bo.

October 5 - 20
[FCCA Prize for the Design of Cities
Vand2rbth Hal) Gn.and Con;trad I;ini:rial
42nd St.  at Pawh A;ve.  212-799-5515.

October 5 - 30
Bethlehem Steel Photographs
by Andrew Cam
T4J;7MM"kisdponalAAv;„fe`.g:i835-3960.

October 7 -November 13
A Way Station by Mabel WIlson
and Paul duBellet Kariouk
S#Z:%!#s£T2t2]a2nd43A]T_#7±#.ure,

g±#f3eAbandoned
Buildings of EIIis Island
Ti22#FF;ffi%!.t#i2C_£5ty3%ifiN6%2,Yat*2i2.

£##?Zoffipn?isionin
Twenfethcrfury ArtP2£::3#hads%§:RE78+2o84

0deber 13 -30
lnve56gathg Where We Live

T3:7MMuamd£REAAv::22]ZS85_396o.

##Rg_ri_?#Rftyirfub-
Erik Gunnar Asplimd, A TthuteAM#w%%ff#2:3nfg:9=.

3:E#asct#=6
Hsl:RRE9$2%#fl&95724:Vvest26th

October 18 -Noruember 19
Memorial tor the Murdered Jews Of
Etmpe: An Ehibition ly Eisenll.an
Aprchitects
TE%##ELAun2123534220.

October 21qGuggenliein Museim Daqr: The bull-
ing's 40th biddai/ celebra6on8_5oo-
October 21 - November 20
Approad'

gte.:E#:.A2REongg7542.6VIest26th
TThehoREREds
Locking back 150 yt-

T22#Fgrife#]2REif]N6%zH£Tk2]2.
Oat 27 - Dec 3
Manlde Co-
g:ueM2if£#3A#cteky457Mndison
NEREm=mber|ERT2
p2Iss2|:a#3fcwl%#REBFg

Noruember 18 -Deoeinber 31
Other urbanims: Proposals for the
lharelopmend Of Helps I(itdien Sotlth
SgffreEFk##sAL;T2tithA3AEifggr
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COJVLMITTEE  JVLEETINGS

October 4, 6:00 PM
Housing

October 5, 8:00 AM
Alchitectw.eforfustice

October 6, 5:30 PM
Pubhc Afclrilects

October 7, 8:30 AM
Profes sional P,-acti ce

October 12, 6:15 PM
Design Awards

October 15, 8:00 AM
Zoning & Urban Design

October 18, 6:00 PM
Hist,uric Buildings

October 18, 6:30 PM
Learning By Design:NI

October 19, 6:00 PM
Minority Resources

October 20, 12:30 PM
Af chitectwre for Education

October 20, 5:30 PM
Health Facili,ties

October 20, 6:00 PM
Moo.heting & Publ,i,c Relations

October 21, 6:00 PM
Building Codes

October 26, 4:30 PM
Round Tlabke

October 26, 5:30 PM
Public Sector Liaison

October 27, 6:00 PM
Wome'n In A;rchitecture
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AROUND  THE  CHAPTER

Online Courses
Along with the AIA, Virginia
Tech's College of Architecture
and Urban Studies, Division of
Continuing Education and
Institute of Distance and Dis-
tributed Learning, is sponsor-
ing Building Technology for
Architects, a series of online
courses for practicing archi-
tects and interns. Visit
lvitp://dev8arch.vt.ede/co'urses/srfucture/

for information.

I  Richard Perry, AIA, was the
winner of the Membership
Task Force Survey raffle.
He received two tickets to
the 1999 Heritage Ball, at
the Waldorf-Astoria on
September 22.

Career Moves
I  Beyer BIinder Belle Architects

& Planners welcomes three
new associate partners: Don
Lasker, AIA; Patrick M. Orrico,

AIA; and Michael Wetstone, AIA.

I James S. Polshek, FAIA;

Joseph L. Fleischer, FAIA; and
Timothy P. Hartung, FAIA,
have named Duncan R.
Haward, AIA; Richard M. OIcott,

FAIA; Susan T. Rodriquez, AIA;

and Todd H. Schljemann, AIA,

partners in the renamed firm,
Polshek Partnership.

I  Kenneth C. Brown hasjoined
Skidmore, Owings fe Merrill
as president. Brown comes
from General Electric, where
he was a corporate vice presi-
dent and president of GE
Southeast Asia, in Singapore.
At SoM, he will oversee mar-
keting, finance, information
technology, legal, and human
resources functions. The
architects have also hired
Allison Hecht as director of

firmwide marketing.

I  Miche[ R. Franck, A[A, has

joined Fox & Fowle Architects as
a principal in charge of the
firm's interior design studio.
Rodney VenJohn, AIA, has been

named a senior associate and
Michael Stark, an associate.

I  Swahke Hayden Cohhe]I

Architects has welcomed
Cynthia Kracauer, AIA, as direc-

tor of special projects. Howard
D. Leist, AIA, hasjoined the

firm as a senior associate,
and Robert Vail Co]e, AIA, has

become a senior associate
and director of preservation
design.

E] The New York office of
Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum

has appointed Bill Palmer as

principal and director of
planning and landscape
architecture.

I  Butler Rogers Baskett has
hired Diana F. BIum-Lapis as an

associate and studio leader.
Also, the firm has moved to
475 Tenth Ave., 5th fir., New
York, NY 10018.

I  Perkins & Will New York has
hired Frank Lupo, AIA, as an

associate principal and direc-
tor of design; Thomas Sansone
as an associate principal and
director of design for interi-
ors; and Veda N. Solomon as a

director of marketing.

I  Timothy Johnson, AIA, has

joined NBBJ's New York office
as a design principal.

I  Eihhorh Yaffee Prescott has

promoted Matthew Barhydt,
Kent Johnson, and Murray Levi

to senior associate. Richard
Einhorn has become an associ-
ate. The firm has hired Jack
W. Caloz as director of informa-
tion and technology systems.

I Gensler New York announces
senior associate appointments:
Kathy Diamond, Joan Ehrlick,

Andrew Gamarwortzel, Brain
O'Tuama, and Edward J. wood.
Associate appointments
include: Susan Appel,

Christopher Barbarao, Phoebe

Barkham, Charles Canhizzaro,

John Chow, John Hahha, Dana

Jehkihs, Allan Lee, Cecelia Lee,

Kenny Lee, Suo Lien, Betli Pappas,

and Stefanie L. Shuhk.

I At William 8. Tab[er

Architects, Eric M. Ohr has

been named a principal, and
A. Sultan Sayani has been

promoted to associate.

I The partners with Sidnam
Petrone Architects-Coty
Sidnam, Bill Petrone, and
Eric Gartrier-announce the
new name of their practice:
Sidnam Petrone Gartner
Architects.

I Ruth Desdher, AIA, has
become a senior associate at
Horowitz/I mmerman Arcliitects,

I The Hillier Group's New York
offlce has promoted Wayne
Cohen to senior associate and
Maria Suri, AIA, to associate.

The Group welcomed new
employees Busakorn
Chantaravorameth, Susan
Romano, Karen Singh, Rod

Hammer, and lbi Yolas.

I  Manuel Mergal, AIA, and
Joseph Singer have been named
senior associates at Ferguson
Shamamian & Ratther Architects.

Stephen I. Chrisman has been

promoted to associate.

I Gi[lian Frost hasjoined Ted
Moudis Associates as manager

of business development and
marketing.

I  Ralph A. Ottaiano, a found-
ing partner of Smith Ottaiano
Architects, has established
Ottaiano Architects. The move
to reorganize his ten-yearold
firm stemmed from the depar-
Cure of C. Jane Smith, AIA.

I C. Jane Smith, AIA, has

joined Olaf Harris to create
Harris Smith Design.

I Berger Rail Interiors promot-
ed Jeffrey Knoll to be director
of design and welcomed
Charles Lester as an associate
and director of project man-
agement services. Edward C.
Higgins has begun serving as
director of CIADD services.

I Loclc`^rood Greene has

named William F. Schact, AIA,

to be director of commercial
architecture for its New York
office.



Joyce Lee, AIA

In June, the International Union ol Architects (UIA) held its twentieth

World Congress in Beijing-the first such meeting to take place in Asia ih

tlie 50|year history of the organization. More than 6,000 architects

attended the triennial gathering and keynote speakers included Kenneth

Framptoh, Ricardo Legorreta, Jean Nouvel, Kenneth Yeang, Charles

Correa, and Moshe Safdie.

The weekend before the Congress, through the support of the Rockefeller Brothers

Fund, tlie AIA New York Chapter and the Chinese University of Hang Kohg collaborated

on ah ehvirohmental design charrette ih the soutlierh Chinese city of Zhongshah.

Professionals from the UES. and from Hohg Kong joined local Chinese government

design-and-planning officials, faculty members, and students to create sustainable solu-

tions for a waterfront site where two rivers meet at the Pearl River Delta.

More than 70 participants in this interdisciplinary design workshop explored issues

of urban plahnihg, envirohmentally responsible architecture, and development-their aim

being creation of a framework for sustainable planning processes that can be adapted in

other rapidly developing Chinese cities.

The charrette started with visions shared by two vicelmayors. One showed the city of

Zliongshah's attempts to promote smart growth, and the other introduced current plans

in design and cohstructioh. Participants then visited traditional water villages and a mod-

ernized bazaar. Over a day ol intense discussion about the site and its possibilities, the

language barrier fell away, as conceptual diagrams and drawings began to convey ideas,

Eventually, the six teams presented design solutions with site models. Each considered

how to integrate transportation and the environment-providing water, vehicular, and

pedestrian access.

Incorporating sustaihable traditions from the past (and integrating appropriate techl

nologies of the present) participants generated ecologically friendly design ideas. Low-

and high-rise housing prototypes fronting canals emphasized daylighting, cross ventila-

tion, and local traditions. Composting and organic sewage treatment became themes for

the eco-park, where renewable energy applications would be introduced. And ah ecology

center plus an expanded navigation museum would make the site both socially and eco-

homically sustainab[e.

Chinese Central Television promoted the cLiarrette ih a national broadcast, and posi-

live signals from the municipality suggest many ideas will be adoptedE When the results

were shared at a subsequent UIA seminar, delegates predicted this ihternatioha[ effort,

which combined outside knowledge with inlhouse expertise, could help lead the way to a

participatory planning-and-design process ih China. But perhaps the best yardstick for

the charrette's success was the number of inquiries from audience members asking how

the workshop could be emulated in their townsE

]ayce Lee, AIA, chairs the Chapter's corrmittee o'n the Erwiro"rnerit and wil,I join the Board Of IItrectors in 2000.

Participants mching a site visit on a
boa.ge i,o an abandoned waf,er village
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OCTOBER

5
Tuesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Lecture: New York City Department

of Buildings-New lnitiatjves
and Ongoing Programs

With Commissioner Richard Visconti,
RA., and Ronny Livian, Manhattan
Borough Commissioner. 6 pM. 200
Lexington Ave.,1st Flr. Conference
Rm. RSVP 212447-9191, ext. 212.

$5 or $10  (nonmembers) .

618
Wednesday-Friday

Design Days NY 99
For more information: George

Kordaris 203-6564100.

8
Friday

Colloquium: IFCCA Competition
tor the Design ol Cities

With Peter Eisenman, Ben Van
Berkel and Caroline Bos, Thorn

Mayne, Morphosis, Cedric Price, jesse
Reiser and Nanako Umemoto. 9 AM.

The Cooper Union, 30 Cooper
Square. 212-3534220. Free.

Lecture: Ed`^/ard Bellamy, Utopia, and
the Culture of planning

With Thomas Peyer, author of
ALnerican Utapia a;nd Cosmopoha:

C;hobdi:zalon in the era Of Armerican hter-
czry 7i€cz/Z577i.  Response by Nicholas
Adams, of vassar College. Noon.
Temple Hoyne Buell Center, 400

Avery Hall, Columbia University. 212-
854ng 165. Free.

9
Saturday

Celebrate New York Desigh!
Fullrday event showcasing the best
of New York design. Sponsored by

the Municipal Art Society. The Meat
Packing District and the Chelsea

Market  (75 Ninth Ave.) .
212-935-3960.

11
Monday

Lecture: By Albuquerque
Arcllitect Antoine Predock

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Higgins Hall,

Rm.  115, 200 Willo`ughby Ave.,
Brooklyn.  6:00 pM.  718-3994304.

Free.

Sponsored by the Architectural
League. The Lighthouse.

111  East 59th  St..  6:80  pM.  753-1722.
Free for League members,

or $7  (nonmembers) .

113
Wed'nesday

Lecture: Feeling at Home-Defining Who
You Are and How You Want To Live

Sponsored by the New York School of
Interior Design. New York School of
Interior Design,170 E.  70t.h  St.  6 pM.
RSVP: 212472-1500, ext.194. $10.

14
Tha'rsday

Lecture: Sidney Shelov
By Peter Eisenman.

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Memorial

Hall, 200 Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn.
6:00 pM.  718-3994804. Free.

18
Monday

Film: Celluloid City,
Gotham's Guilded Age

Sponsored by the AIA New York
Chapter Interiors Committee and the

Cooper-Hewitt National Design
Museum. Cooper Union Great Hall

Auditorium, 7 East Seventh St.
7-9 pM.  (Musical Age films on Nov.1;
Gotham's Golden Age on Nov.  15).
Entire Series: $50 or $80  (nonmem-

bers) , Single-show tickets:
$20 or $30 (nonmembers) .
To register: 212i349ng380.

19
Tuesday

Lecture: By London Architect
Nicholas Grimshaw

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Higgins Hall,

fin.115, 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn.  6:00 pM.  718-3994304.

Free.

211
ThaTsday

Lecture: By Thomas Herzog
Sponsored by the Architectural

League. The Lighthouse.
111  East 59th  St.  6:30 pM.  753-1722.

Free for League members,
or $7 (nonmembers) .

22
Friday

Lecture: Greetings from Utopia:
American Postcards 1930-1950

With Jeffrey Melkle, professor and
chairman at Department of

American Studies and Civilization-
U. of Texas, at Austin. Response by

Carol Willis, Director of the
Skyscraper Museum. Noon.

Temple Hoyne Buell Center,
400 Avery Hall, Columbia University.

212-854-8165. Free.

25
Monday

Lecture: By Pratt Institute
Prolessor Stephen Cairns

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Higgins Hall,

RIn.  115, 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn.  6 PM.  718-3994304. Free.

2e
Thursday

Lecture: By Shigeru Ban
Sponsored by the Architectural

League. Caspary Hall, Rockefeller
University,  1230 York Ave. 6:30 pM.

753-1722. Free for League members
or $7  (nonmembers) .

NOVEMBER

8
Monday

Lecture: By Michael Rotondi,
ol ROTo Architects, Los Angeles

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Higgins Hall,

RIn.115, 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn.  6 pM. 718-8994304. Free.

11
Tlun.sday

Lecture: By Woll Prix, ol Coop
Himmelblau, Vienna

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture Higgins Hall,

RIn.  115, 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn. 6 pM.  718-3994804. Free.

12
Friday

Lecture: Ah American Utopia:
Buckminster Fuller's New World

By Antoine Picone, director of studies
in the history of architecture,
University of Paris I-Sorbonne.

Response by Reinhold Martin, assis-
tant professor at Columbia University

Graduate School of Architecture.
Noon. Temple Hoyne Buell Center,
400 Avery Hall, Columbia University.

212-854-8165. Free.

115
Monday

Lecture: By Lise Ann Couture
and Hani Rashid

Sponsored by the Pratt Institute
School of Architecture. Higgins Hall,

Rm.  115, 200 Willoughby Ave.,
Brooklyn.  6 pM.  718-3994304. Free.

17
Wednesday

Lecture: American Garden Ornament:
Two Centuries of American Taste

By Barbara Israel. Sponsored by the
New York School of Interior Design
New York School of Interior Design

170 E.  70th St.  6 pM.
RSVP: 212472-1500, ext.194. $10.

For updated calendar ihformatioh, visit tLie Chapter's website, at www.aiany.org
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